TRADITIONALLY HANDCRAFTED

Discover our JOLIE® collection made of solid brass only
Each unique piece is handmade and created to meet our superior standards
FINISHING

The surface of our JOLIE® design represents a unique combination of a natural aspect with architectural shape. Result of time honoured manufacturing plus hand finishing by artisans.

Discover Jolie’s Secret Aged Gold, our natural Aged Bronze, Old Silver and Black coating.
EVOKE DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE

LEVER HANDLES

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1590-GA
Spring loaded

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1590-OS
Spring loaded

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1590-AB
Spring loaded

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1590-BK
Spring loaded
EVOKE
DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE
WINDOW HANDLES

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1590-GA

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1590-AB

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1590-OS

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1590-BK
EVOKE
DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE
PULL HANDLES

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1570-GA

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1570-OS

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1570-AB

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1570-BK
Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1504-GA
L 143 H 34 W 12 cc 128 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1504-AB
L 143 H 34 W 12 cc 128 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1504-OS
L 143 H 34 W 12 cc 128 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1504-BK
L 143 H 34 W 12 cc 128 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1507-GA
L 239 H 34 W 12 cc 224 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1507-AB
L 239 H 34 W 12 cc 224 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1507-OS
L 239 H 34 W 12 cc 224 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1507-BK
L 239 H 34 W 12 cc 224 mm
Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1530-GA
L 35 H 30 W 35 cc 21,5 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1530-OS
L 35 H 30 W 35 cc 21,5 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1530-AB
L 35 H 30 W 35 cc 21,5 mm

Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-1530-BK
L 35 H 30 W 35 cc 21,5 mm
HANDCRAFTED BY ARTISANS
Core | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-0250-GA
Spring loaded

Core | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0250-OS
Spring loaded

Core | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0250-AB
Spring loaded

Core | Jolie Design
Black
J-0250-BK
Spring loaded
**CORE**

**DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE**

**WINDOW HANDLES**

Core | Jolie Design
---|---
Aged Gold | J-0290-GA
Aged Bronze | J-0290-AB
Black | J-0290-BK
Old Silver | J-0290-OS
CORE
DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE
PULL HANDLES

Core | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-0270-GA

Core | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0270-OS

Core | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0270-AB

Core | Jolie Design
Black
J-0270-BK
Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-7010-GA
L 55 H 33 W 32 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-7010-AB
L 55 H 33 W 32 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-7010-OS
L 55 H 33 W 32 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-7010-BK
L 55 H 33 W 32 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-7025-GA
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-7025-AB
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-7025-OS
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-7025-BK
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-7020-GA
L 55 H 7 W 33 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-7020-AB
L 55 H 7 W 33 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-7020-OS
L 55 H 7 W 33 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-7020-BK
L 55 H 7 W 33 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-7028-GA
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-7028-AB
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-7028-OS
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm

Core + Evoke | Jolie Design
Black
J-7028-BK
L 33 H 7 W 57 cc 38 mm
CORE

HOOKS

Core | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-0230-GA
L 34 H 34 W 12 mm

Core | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0230-GA
L 34 H 34 W 12 mm

Core | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0230-GA
L 34 H 34 W 12 mm

Core | Jolie Design
Black
J-0230-GA
L 34 H 34 W 12 mm
REBEL

PULL HANDLES | CABINET HANDLES

Rebel | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-140P-GA

Dimensions:
- Length: 340.0
- Width: 35
- Height: 22
VERVE
CABINET HANDLES & KNOBS

Verve | Jolie Design
Aged Gold
J-1201-GA
L 55 H 24 W 10 mm

Verve | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1201-OS
L 55 H 24 W 10 mm

Verve | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1201-AB
L 55 H 24 W 10 mm

Verve | Jolie Design
Black
J-1201-BK
L 55 H 24 W 10 mm
J - INSIGNIA
BADGE OF EXCELLENCE
ESSENCE
CABINET HANDLES & KNOBS
ESSENCE
Towel Rail

Essence | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0450-AB
L 40 H 7 W 16 mm

Essence | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0450-OS
L 40 H 7 W 16 mm

Essence | Jolie Design
Black
J-0450-BK
L 40 H 7 W 16 mm
A SYMM
CABINET HANDLES & KNOBS

A-symm | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0805-AB
L 173 H 33 W 8.5 cc 160 mm

A-symm | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0805-OS
L 173 H 33 W 8.5 cc 160 mm

A-symm | Jolie Design
Black
J-0805-BK
L 173 H 33 W 8.5 cc 160 mm

A-symm | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-0809-AB
L 333 H 33 W 8.5 cc 320 mm

A-symm | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-0809-OS
L 333 H 33 W 8.5 cc 320 mm

A-symm | Jolie Design
Black
J-0809-BK
L 333 H 33 W 8.5 cc 320 mm
BRUTE
CABINET HANDLES & KNOBS

Brute | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1101-AB
L 101,5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included
10

Brute | Jolie Design
Old Silver
J-1101-OS
L 101,5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included
10

Brute | Jolie Design
Black
J-1101-BK
L 101,5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included
10
Contour | Jolie Design
Aged Bronze
J-1001-AB
L 101.5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included

Black
J-1001-BK
L 101.5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included

Old Silver
J-1001-OS
L 101.5 H 21 W 41 cc 87 mm
screws included
SPHERE
CABINET HANDLES & KNOBS